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font, fill, or borders when the condition

might turn a cell red once the Receivable

is true.

Aging goes past the standard terms. Or
you might highlight all cells where the

There are still some differences. The

The formula has to evaluate to True
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first dropdown includes options other

The formula shown in Figure 2 initially

than cell value. They include blanks,

applies to the active cell of A2, but the
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in the selection. In this example, you’re
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you knew and loved the old conditional

number format. Perhaps you could use
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formatting choices, there’s still a way ac-
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Using the “Formula
Is” Settings

sign before the 2 in $C2 because that
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portion of the formula has to be free

conditional formatting formula is

complicated formula-based conditions:

build the formula in a blank adjacent

copied through the selection.

It might be easier to craft and test the

column to your data, you can verify

formula in the Excel grid first. If you

that the results are showing True val-

One important tip when building

ues in the rows that match the condi-
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tion. Once the formula is working in
the grid, select the cell and highlight
the formula in the formula bar. When
you actually select the formula characters from the formula bar, you can
copy with Ctrl+C and then later paste
it with Ctrl+V into the New Conditional Formatting Rule dialog. If you
instead copy the entire cell, it won’t
work. You have to “scoop” the formula from the formula bar in order to
have it paste correctly into the New
Conditional Formatting Rule dialog.
While Excel 2007 introduced many
types of new conditional formatting,
such as Top 10%, Above Average, and
Duplicate Values, the old, simpler conditional formatting that you might have

Figure 2

used in Excel 97 through Excel 2003 is
still available. SF
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